We present a new electromagnetic phenomenon-the asymmetric second-harmonic generation from planar chiral structures. The effect consists in distinguishing the handedness of a chiral material by rotating the sample in an experiment involving solely linearly polarized light. This phenomenon originates in the surface plasmon resonance of chiral gold nanostructures, where homodyne interference of anisotropic and chiral electric and/or magnetic multipoles appears to play an important role.
The remarkable expansion of nanoscience and nanotechnology during the past decade has led to strong interest in the investigation of nanoscale optical fields and the development of tools for their study. Consequently, the optical properties of metallic nanostructures are of great current significance from both fundamental and practical points of view [1] . One of the most important effects in light scattering by these nanostructures is the enhancement, up to several orders of magnitude, of the field intensity, which occurs in a confined nanoscale region around the particles. This enhancement originates from a combination of the electrostatic lightning-rod effect, due to the geometric singularity of sharp curvatures, and localized surface plasmon resonances. The latter are a consequence of the metal nanoparticle's ability to build up structural resonances of the collective oscillations of the metal electron plasma. The resonances depend on the particle's geometry and dielectric properties, as well as on the refractive index of its surroundings.
Second-harmonic generation (SHG) is known to be surface and interface sensitive on the atomic scale. Therefore, its application to the study of the nonlinear optical response of metal nanostructures, with their pronounced optical resonances and high surface-to-volume ratio, is particularly suitable for improving the insight into the relationship between optical properties and morphology at the nanoscale.
Symmetry issues are closely related to the polarization dependence of the nonlinear optical responses since, within the electric dipole approximation, SHG is forbidden in materials with inversion symmetry. Planar nanostructures are particularly interesting because, using modern lithography techniques, dielectric and metallic forms of complicated geometry can be created, including planar chiral designs [2, 3] . The types of structures have recently attracted a lot of interest as, for example, negative refractive index in chiral metamaterials was reported [4, 5] .
So far, all optical effects sensitive to chirality contained an electric dipole contribution.
In this Letter we report on a new optical phenomenon, in which the chirality of a patterned thin film is revealed by sample rotation-a unique and counterintuitive procedure, since chirality is normally invariant under rotation symmetry. This effect involves solely linearly polarized light. The film consisted of an arrangement of G-shaped gold nanostructures, as shown in the center of Fig. 1(a) . Upon azimuthal sample rotation, the corresponding SHG response was found to be chiral; i.e., it shows the presence of asymmetries with a sense of rotation (lack of mirror symmetry). Furthermore, this sense of rotation reverses with the handedness configuration [G and mirror G, see Fig. 1(b) ]. The effect originates in the surface plasmon resonance of the chiral gold nanostructures, where it appears that the simultaneous occurrence of different higherorder multipolar radiation mechanisms [6] , i.e., magnetic dipoles and electric quadrupoles, play an important role. Contrary to previously reported optical effects sensitive to chirality, the asymmetric second harmonic generation (ASHG) presented in this Letter can occur without an electric dipole contribution.
SHG measurements were performed with a Mai-Tai femtosecond laser system at a wavelength of 800 nm. The samples consist of an array of nanostructures defined by electron-beam lithography, Au (25 nm) deposition, and standard lift-off procedure, see Fig. 1(b) . For further details on the experimental setup and the sample preparation, see Ref. [7] .
The second-harmonic response can be described by a nonlinear polarization, which is expressed in the electric dipole approximation as [8] :
where ! is the frequency of light, ð2Þ ijk is the second order susceptibility tensor, Eð!Þ the electric field component of the incident light, and i, j, and k are the Cartesian indices. It follows from this formula that SHG can only be generated in noncentrosymmetric materials or regions of matter that lack inversion symmetry, such as surfaces and interfaces. For an in-plane fourfold symmetric chiral sample the second order susceptibility that are different from zero are zxx ¼ zyy , xxz ¼ yyz , zzz , and xyz ¼ À yxz . Often this last component is referred to as the ''chiral'' one, since it is present only in chiral systems. The other components are referred to as ''achiral'' because they occur in both chiral and achiral systems. By selecting the polarizeranalyzer combination, both the chiral and the achiral contributions can be probed separately. Furthermore, the presence of chiral and achiral components is not only limited to electric dipoles but also extends to the tensors of higherorder multipoles.
The total SHG intensity can be expressed as
where the terms Lð!Þ and Lð2!Þ designate the local field factors at the fundamental and at the second harmonic, respectively. Because of the absorption in the bulk gold at the double frequency and to the geometry of the nanostructures, there is no local plasmon resonance at that wavelength and we can ignore the term Lð2!Þ. Next, the symmetry of the local field factor Lð!Þ is expected to be identical to that of the structures themselves and therefore to that of the susceptibility ð2Þ . We can therefore consider an effective fourfold symmetry for the susceptibility and the local field factors. This fourfold symmetric term can be described as ð2Þ eff / A½a iso þ sinð4Þ, with a iso being an isotropic term, A the amplitude, and the angle of azimuthal rotation. Furthermore, the terms in ð2Þ eff contain both chiral and achiral contributions with different phase, which interfere in a homodyne manner, leading to j
where the AE sign indicates that the terms changes sign depending on the handedness of the structure, B and b iso are again an amplitude and an isotropic term, and ' and are phase terms. Finally, because of the complex geometry of the structures, there can be several pairs of these chiral and achiral contributions.
Figure 2(a) shows the SHG intensity as a function of the azimuthal rotation angle of the sample for both the G and the mirror-G structures, with the polarizer along the horizontal and the analyzer along the vertical direction (i.e., P IN -S OUT ). This polarizer-analyzer combination addresses directly the chiral tensor element yxz and is therefore Fig. 2(a) shows a dramatic dependence of the SHG response on the handedness. Both samples exhibit a fourfold pattern, with a 45 phase shift between the two, resulting in a pronounced SHG intensity difference for most sample orientations. Please note that in this experiment the laser spot is not exactly positioned on the center of rotation for practical reasons. In other words, while the sample is rotating the laser spot moves along a small circle and illuminates regions of the sample that can be slightly different in terms of thickness of the Gs and/or sharpness of their corners. These small variations in sample structure are due to the lift-off process and they are the reason why the amplitude of the four peaks in Fig. 2(a) can differ. Furthermore, the fourfold star is asymmetric itself; i.e., it presents a sense of rotation (lack of mirror symmetry), which also reverses with the handedness. It should be noted that in the P IN -S OUT configuration, the large chiral contribution from yxz is electric dipole allowed and that it is very likely dominating the signal. Figure 3 (a), however, shows the SHG intensity as a function of the azimuthal rotation angle of the sample for both chiralities, with both the polarizer and the analyzer along the vertical direction (i.e., S IN -S OUT ). In this particular polarizer-analyzer configuration electric dipole contributions are forbidden, since yyy ¼ 0. Consequently, the SHG response in Fig. 3(a) can be attributed to higher-order multipoles only, which could be associated either with the ''bulk'' of the material (regions other than the interfaces) or with its surface plasmon resonance. However, the amplitude of this multipole-induced signal is much too large for a bulk response from either the gold or the substrate and can therefore only be originating from the surface plasmon resonance field enhancement of the nanostructures. Indeed, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the SHG signal from the substrate in the P IN -S OUT and the S IN -S OUT polarizer-analyzer configurations, respectively. The data show that the total amplitude of the substrate does not exceed 10 counts= sec and demonstrate the excellent signal-to-noise ratio of the setup. The presence of such a resonance near 800 nm was experimentally and theoretically verified [see Fig. 1(c) and Ref. [7] ). Clearly, the intensity of the peaks in Fig. 3(a) is affected by chirality and therefore the second-harmonic light is generated with different efficiency depending on the handedness of the sample. To our best knowledge, up to now, every optical effect sensitive to chirality contained electric dipole contributions. Henceforth, ASHG is the first electromagnetic phenomenon whereby chirality can be revealed through an interaction of higher-order multipoles only.
In order to investigate the origin of the ASHG effect, a phenomenological simulation of the second-harmonic signals was performed. The experimental data in both Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) indicate a fourfold anisotropy, which originates in the fourfold symmetry of the nanostructures' unit cell. Consequently, the data points are several times redundant and could be averaged four times, thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the relevant 0 to 90 3 (color online) . The SHG intensity as a function of the azimuthal rotation angle of the sample for both chiralities. Both the polarizer and the analyzer were set along the vertical direction. In (a), the raw data from the experiment. In (b), the effective averaged response and the simulation of the SHG intensities for both chiralities. The SHG intensity as a function of the azimuthal rotation angle of the sample substrate. In (a), the polarizer was oriented along the horizontal direction (P) while the analyzer was positioned along the vertical direction (S). In (b), both the polarizer and the analyzer were set along the vertical direction.
region. Subsequently, this average was reproduced four times to provide matching boundary conditions for the simulation, i.e., to avoid a divergence beyond 90
. These averaged data points are shown as open symbols in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) .
The simulation curves in Fig. 2(b) were obtained with Eq. (1), where two pairs of interfering chiral and achiral contributions were considered in the effective susceptibility:
where the index i designates the pair number. It should be noted that for the simulations, all achiral terms except the amplitudes were identical for both G and mirror-G curves and only a iso i was considered to be chiral, i.e., was allowed to change sign. The amplitudes were allowed to differ, since two physically separate samples were measured. Nevertheless, the values for the amplitude parameters that were obtained are very similar, see Table I .
With these restrictive constraints, as it can be seen in Fig. 2(b) , the simulation curves reproduce well the essential features of the data, especially the asymmetric nature of the SHG patterns. Similarly, the simulations in Fig. 3(b) clearly follow the intensity dependence of the peaks.
The ASHG effect can be attributed to a combination of plasmonic excitations in the nanostructures and lightningrod effect enhancements of the electromagnetic fields. These were clearly shown to occur in our structures by SHG microscopy and it was demonstrated that they exhibit very unusual nonlinear optical properties. The fact that ASHG occurs also without electric dipole contributions can be explained by the fact that in the regions of large electromagnetic field enhancement, higher-order multipoles can play an important role.
Physically, two sorts of multipoles can be distinguished: those originating in Mie's theory [9] as size and retardation effects and those associated with microscopic multipole moments in the light-matter Hamiltonian [10] . Despite some phenomenological approaches to the problem [11, 12] , a first-principle microscopic theory for the nonlinear properties of nanoscale structures, providing a framework for the complete understanding of the new nonlinear optical effect presented here, is still lacking. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, recently, significant progress has been achieved in relating classical optical calculations to SHG properties [13] . Our work clearly motivates further intense research in this area.
In conclusion, we presented on a new electromagnetic phenomenon, which is characterized by a sense of rotation in the second-harmonic intensity pattern, recorded upon azimuthal sample rotation. This sense of rotation reversed with the handedness of the structures. The effect originates in the surface plasmon resonance of the chiral gold nanostructures. In contrast to previous optical phenomena in chiral systems, which all contained an electric dipole contribution, the effect reported in this Letter was also observed in an interference between higher-order multipoles only. 
